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Category:GIS softwareQ: Transformations of Templates I have the following 3 templates: 1) 2)
$photo_holder_transformed[$photo['size']][$photo['filepath']]['date'] 3)

$full_image_transformed[$image['filepath']][$image['id']]['pic_path'] The common code for the 3 templates is a standard photo
path: /$full_image_transformed[$image['filepath']][$image['id']]['pic_path'] And what I'm trying to do is to make the data
template dynamic and then pass it to the main template. In my understanding I would have to first store the transformed

templates in a associative array and use them as a key. Something like:
$data['main_filepath']=$full_image_transformed[$image['filepath']][$image['id']]['pic_path'] //in template #1, #2, and #3

$full_image_transformed[$data['main_filepath']] Unfortunately, I get a broken coder expression error at this line. So what I'm
asking here is: Am I correct to assume that I need to dynamically build up the line to transform a template or should I be
building it up statically so as not to exhaust the array? A: OK, so I completely misread your question on this one. Your

$data['main_filepath'] is just a key that exists to access an item of a hash. The item it is accessing is the
full_image_transformed[whatever_filepath][whatever_id][pic_path]. The curly braces are just there to indicate that it is a piece

of an array, and you can remove them. Putting this all together, you have something like: $full_image_transformed = {... };
$data['main_filepath']
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which is very helpful for downloading your
works into a CAD/GIS software. With TGO you
can work very fast for very long hours without
getting tired because it. geomatics software,top
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